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Abstract
In this paper we present an approximation problem of parametric curves and surfaces from a Lagrange or Hermite data set. In
particular, we study an interpolation problem by minimizing some functional on a Sobolev space that produces the new notion of
interpolating variational spline. We carefully establish a convergence result. Some speciﬁc cases illustrate the generality of this
work.
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1. Introduction
In geology, geophysics and other Earth sciences, construction problems of curves and surfaces from a Lagrange or
Hermite data set are commonly encountered. Such curves or surfaces verify some physical or geometrical conditions
such as preserving shape, some fairness criteria, etc.
In recent years, different techniques for the construction of a curve or surface have been developed, for example,
interpolation by spline functions, based on the minimization of a certain functional in a Sobolev space from data such
as that mentioned above. In this context, we have extended for the smoothing problem using variational splines in [7],
and we present the discrete problem for the numerical method in [8]. An exemplary application of this most recent
work is presented in [9].
This work introduces an interpolation problem involving variational splines as an extension of the Dm-splines theory
[1]; there are some recent ideas to generalize the classical notion of splines, see, for example, [11,12], but such papers
focus different applications with respect to our work. We prove the existence and uniqueness of the solution of such
a problem. Then, we establish a convergence result. The minimized functional contains various terms, which are
controlled by a parameter vector. Likewise, in order to complete and justify the extension of this work, we prove the
generality of our method by giving some new particular cases and other ones seen in the same literature.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we brieﬂy recall some preliminary notations and results.
In Section 3, we introduce the notion of the interpolating variational spline, and then we prove the convergence
result of such a function to the function from whence the data proceed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 is devoted to
illustrating particular cases to reﬂect the generality of this work.
2. Notations and preliminaries
Let p, n,m,  ∈ N∗ such that
m>
p
2
+ . (1)
We denote by 〈·〉Rn and 〈·, ·〉Rn , respectively, the Euclidean norm and inner product in Rn. Let  be a non-empty open
bounded set of Rp with a Lipschitz-continuous boundary (see [2]). We will use the usual Sobolev space Hm(;Rn)
equipped with the inner semi-products, for all 0m,
(u, v),,Rn =
∑
||=
∫

〈u(x), v(x)〉Rn dx
with = (1, . . . , p) ∈ Np and || = 1 + · · · + p. The corresponding semi-norms |u|,,Rn = (u, u)1/2,,Rn and the
norm ‖u‖m,,Rn = (
∑
m|u|2,,Rn)1/2. From Sobolev’s imbedding theorem we obtain the continuous injection
Hm(;Rn) c⊂C(;Rn), (2)
where C(;Rn) stands for the space of bounded functions uniformly continuous on , together with all their partial
derivatives of order .
Also, we designate byRN,n the space of realmatrices withN rows and n columns, with the inner product 〈A,B〉N,n=∑N,n
i,j=1aij bij , and the corresponding norm 〈A〉N,n = (〈A,A〉N,n)1/2.
Now, suppose we are given:
• an ordered ﬁnite subset A of distinct points of ;
• an ordered ﬁnite set of linear applications  of the type
 : v −→ v(a), || with  ∈ Np, (3)
with a ∈ A such that each point of A is associated with at least one element of ;
• an ordered ﬁnite set  of continuous inner semi-products deﬁned in the Sobolev space Hm(;Rn).
Let N1 = card and N2 = card. We consider the linear continuous operator L : C(;Rn) −→ RN1,n deﬁned
by Lv = ((v))∈. Likewise, let 	 : Hm(;Rn) × Hm(;Rn) −→ RN2 be the application deﬁned by 	(u, v) =
(
(u, v))
∈.
We suppose that
Ker L ∩ Pm−1(;Rn) = {0}, (4)
where Pm−1(;Rn) designates the space of all polynomials deﬁned on  with a total degree of less than m − 1.
3. Interpolating variational spline
Let  be a data matrix of RN1,n, and let us consider the set
K = {v ∈ Hm(;Rn) | Lv = }.
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Proposition 1. K is a non-empty closed and convex subset ofHm(;Rn).Furthermore, it is an afﬁne variety associated
with the vectorial space
K0 = {v ∈ Hm(;Rn) | Lv = 0}.
Proof. Step 1: Firstly, let us determine that K is a non-empty set. As the subset A is ﬁnite, there exists > 0 such that
∀a ∈ A, B(a; ) ∩ A = {a},
where B(a; ) = {x ∈ Rp; 〈x − a〉Rp}.
Let  be the function deﬁned from Rp into R by
(x) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
exp
{
1 − 1
1 − 〈x〉2
Rp
}
, 〈x〉2
Rp
< 1,
0, 〈x〉2
Rp
1.
It is simple to see that  is inﬁnitely differentiable in Rp. Let 1, . . . ,N1 be the elements of  and we state that
= (1, . . . , N1) ∈ RN1,n. Then, for all j = 1, . . . , N1, we deﬁne the function j by
j (x) =
1
j ! (x − aj )
j
(
x − aj

)
,
where x = (x1, . . . , xp), aj = (aj1, . . . , ajp), j = (j1, . . . , jp), j ! = j1! · · · jp!, (x − aj )j = (x1 − aj1)j1 . . .
(xp − ajp)jp and j (v) = j v(aj ). We observe that the function u =
∑N1
j=1jj belongs to K .
Step 2: As the operator L is continuous and {} is a closed subset of RN1,n, then K = L−1{} is a closed subset of
Hm(;Rn).
Step 3: The convexity of K is a consequence of the linearity of the operator L.
It is easy to prove that K0 is a vectorial space. As for all u, v ∈ K , u − v ∈ K0 (and so L(u − v) = 0), we conclude
that K is a variety afﬁne of Hm(;Rn) associated with the vectorial space K0. 
In this situation, we consider the following minimization problem: ﬁnd  such that{
 ∈ K,
∀ v ∈ K, J ()J (v), (5)
J being the functional deﬁned, for all v ∈ Hm(;Rn), by
J (v) = 〈, 	(v, v)〉RN2 + |v|2m,,Rn ,
where = (1, . . . , N2) ∈ RN2 , with i0, for all i = 1, . . . , N2, and > 0.
Remark 2. We can observe that the functional J involves two terms, weighted by the parameters  and . The ﬁrst term
represents some different conditions, as, for example, fairness conditions (see [9]), while the second term measures the
degree of smoothness of the given function. The minimization of the Sobolev semi-norm | · |m,,Rn is introduced in
order to reduce, as much as possible, any unwanted oscillations.
Deﬁnition 3. The solution of (5), if it exists, is called the interpolating variational spline in , relative to A, L, , 	, 
and .
Let us prove the existence and the uniqueness of the solution of problem (5). Before doing this, we need the following
result.
Lemma 4. The application (((·, ·))) : Hm(;Rn) × Hm(;Rn) → R deﬁned by
(((u, v))) = 〈Lu,Lv〉N1,n + 〈, 	(u, v)〉RN2 + (u, v)m,,Rn (6)
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is an inner product in Hm(;Rn) and its associated norm given by [[v]] = (((v, v)))1/2 is equivalent to the norm of
Sobolev ‖ · ‖m,,Rn .
Proof. The fact that (((·, ·))) is an inner product, follows from (4), the properties of the linear operator L, the bilinear
application 	 and the inner semi-product (., .)m,,Rn .
The equivalence of the norms [[·]] and ‖ · ‖m,,Rn is deduced immediately from [2]. 
Theorem 5. Problem (5) has a unique solution which is the unique solution of the following variational problem:{
 ∈ K,
∀ v ∈ K0, 〈, 	(, v)〉RN2 + (, v)m,,Rn = 0.
(7)
Proof. As for all v ∈ K , Lv = , problem (5) is equivalent to ﬁnding a function  such that{
 ∈ K,
∀ v ∈ K, [[]][[v]], (8)
[[·]] being the norm deﬁned in Lemma 4. By considering that Hm(;Rn) is equipped with such a norm, it follows,
from Proposition 1, Lemma 4 and by applying the theorem of projection over a closed convex set [5], that there exists
a unique element  ∈ K , which is the projection of 0 over K and hence the solution of (8). Such an element is also
characterized by the relations
 ∈ K ∀w ∈ K, (((−, w − )))0,
(((., .))) being the inner product deﬁned in (6), i.e.,
 ∈ K ∀v ∈ K0, (((−, v)))0,
and so (7) follows taking into account that K0 is a vectorial subspace and that, for all v ∈ K0, Lv = 0. 
Theorem 6. There exists a unique element (, ) ∈ Hm(;Rn) × RN1,n such that{
 ∈ K ∀v ∈ Hm(;Rn),
〈, 	(, v)〉RN2 + (, v)m,,Rn + 〈, Lv〉RN1,n = 0
(9)
and  is the solution of problem (5).
Proof. Let {i}i=1,...,N1 be the family of functions deﬁned in the proof of Proposition 1,  being the solution of
problem (5), and let us deﬁne  = (−(pj ◦ ,i )m,,Rn) i=1,...,N1
j=1,...,n
with pj for j = 1, . . . , n designs the projection
function from Rn into R such that to each vector of Rn is associated its j coordinate. Given v ∈ Hm(;Rn), and we
let w= v −∑N1i=1i (v)i , wherei for i = 1, . . . , N1 are deﬁned in (3). It is easy to see that w ∈ Hm(;Rn) and that
Lw = 0, hence w ∈ K0. As  is the solution of (5), from Theorem 5,  ∈ K and 〈, 	(, w)〉RN2 + (, w)m,,Rn = 0,
from which we deduce (9) because we have that (, w)m,,Rn = (, v)m,,Rn + 〈, Lv〉RN1,n .
Now let (, ) be a solution of (9); then, for all v ∈ K0 it is veriﬁed that 〈, 	(, v)〉RN2 + (, v)m,,Rn = 0. Hence,
from Theorem 5,  is the solution of (5) and is unique. If (, ¯) is another solution of (9) then it is veriﬁed, for all
v ∈ K , that
〈, 	(, v)〉RN2 + (, w)m,,Rn + 〈, Lv〉RN1,n = 0
and
〈, 	(, v)〉RN2 + (, w)m,,Rn + 〈¯, Lv〉RN1,n = 0
meaning that 〈− ¯, Lv〉RN1,n =0, for all v ∈ K and, in consequence, − ¯=0, from which we conclude the uniqueness
of (, ). 
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4. Convergence
Let F be a function of Hm(;Rn). We use the following notations:
• a subset D of R∗+ of which 0 is an accumulation point;
• for all d ∈ D, an ordered subset Ad of distinct points of ;
• for all d ∈ D, an ordered ﬁnite set of linear applications d of type (3), with a ∈ Ad , such that each point of Ad is
associated with at least one element of d ;
• for all d ∈ D, an ordered ﬁnite set d of continuous inner semi-products deﬁned by Hm(;Rn).
For all d ∈ D, let N1 =N1(d)= cardd and N2 =N2(d)= cardd , and we consider the continuous linear operator
Ld : C(;Rn) −→ RN1,n deﬁned byLdv=((v))∈d , and the application 	d : Hm(;Rn)×Hm(;Rn) −→ RN2
deﬁned by 	d(u, v) = (
(u, v))
∈d .
For any d ∈ D, we suppose that
sup
x∈
min
a∈AdL
〈x − a〉Rp = d , (10)
AdL ⊂ Ad being such that each point a ∈ AdL is associated with at least one linear application ∈ d of the Lagrangian
type, i.e.,
∀a ∈ AdL, ∃ ∈ d : (v) = v(a) ∀v ∈ Hm(;Rn). (11)
Now, we suppose that for all d ∈ D,
Ker Ld ∩ Pm−1(;Rn) = {0}. (12)
For each d ∈ D, each = (d) = (1, . . . , N2) ∈ RN2 , with i0, for i = 1, . . . , N2, and each = (d)> 0, let d
be the interpolating variational spline in , relative to Ad , Ld , LdF , 	d ,  and . In this case, as we have substituted the
matrix  in Deﬁnition 3 by LdF , we say that the spline function is deﬁned from the function F from which the data
that we want to interpolate are obtained.
Also, to prove that d converges to F , as d → 0, we need the following results.
Proposition 7. Let B0 = {b01, . . . , b0} be a Pm−1(;Rn)-unisolvent subset of points of . Then, there exists > 0
such that if B designates the -uplet B = {b1, . . . , b} set of points of  satisfying the condition
∀j = 1, . . . ,, 〈bj − b0j 〉Rp < , (13)
the application [[·]]Bm deﬁned, for all B ∈ B, by
[[v]]Bm =
⎛
⎝ ∑
j=1
〈v(bj )〉2Rn + |v|2m,,Rn
⎞
⎠
1/2
is a norm over Hm(;Rn) uniformly equivalent in B to the usual norm of Sobolev ‖ · ‖m,,Rn .
This proposition is similar to that of [1, Proposition V-1.2] .
Corollary 8. We suppose that hypotheses (1), (10), (11) and (12) hold. Then, there exist > 0 and, for all d ∈ D, a
subset Ad0 of AdL such that, for all d, the application [[·]]0d deﬁned by
[[v]]0d =
⎛
⎜⎝∑
a∈Ad0
〈v(a)〉2Rn + |v|2m,,Rn
⎞
⎟⎠
1/2
is a norm in Hm(;Rn) uniformly equivalent, with respect to d, to the usual Sobolev’s norm ‖ · ‖m,,Rn .
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Proof. Let B0 = {b01, . . . , b0} be any Pm−1-unisolvent subset of . From (10), for all d ∈ D and all j = 1, . . . ,,
there exists adj ∈ AdL such that
〈b0j − adj 〉Rpd.
Let Ad0 = {ad1 , . . . , ad}. It sufﬁces then to apply Proposition 7, taking into account that for all d, Ad0 ∈ B and
taking [[·]]0d instead of [[·]]
Ad0
m . 
To obtain the result of the last corollary, hypotheses (1) can be substituted by the weak one m>p/2.
Theorem 9. We suppose that hypotheses (1), (10), (11), (12) hold and that
〈	d(F, F )〉RN1,n〈〉RN2 = o() as d → 0. (14)
Then, one has
lim
d→0 ‖
d − F‖m,,Rn = 0. (15)
Proof. (1) For all d ∈ D, by deﬁnition of d , we have that
J (d)J (F )
and hence
〈, 	d(d , d)〉RN2 + |d |2m,,Rn〈, 	d(F, F )〉RN2 + |F |2m,,Rn ,
and it follows that
|d |2
m,,Rn
〈〉RN2

〈	d(F, F )〉RN2 + |F |2m,,Rn .
Then from (14) we deduce that
|d |2
m,,Rno(1) + |F |2m,,Rn as d → 0. (16)
From Corollary 8 and (16), it follows that there exist C > 0, > 0 such that for all d ∈ D, d, ‖d‖m,,RnC,
meaning that the family (d)d∈Dwith d is bounded inHm(;Rn). Hence, there exists a sequence (dl )l∈N extracted
from such a family, with liml→+∞ dl = 0 and an element F ∗ ∈ Hm(;Rn) such that
F ∗ = lim
l→+∞ 
dl weakly in Hm(;Rn). (17)
(2) Let us see that F ∗ = F , reasoning by reduction to the absurd. In fact, we suppose that F ∗ = F .
For the continuous injection of Hm(;Rn) into C0(;Rn), there exist > 0 and a non-empty open set w ⊂  such
that
∀x ∈ w, 〈F ∗(x) − F(x)〉Rn > ,
and as such injection is also compact, then from (17) it follows that
∃l0 ∈ N ∀l l0 ∀x ∈ w, 〈F ∗(x) − dl (x)〉Rn

2
.
Hence, for all l l0 and all x ∈ w, we have that
〈dl (x) − F(x)〉Rn〈F ∗(x) − F(x)〉Rn − 〈dl (x) − F ∗(x)〉Rn >

2
. (18)
From (10) we deduce that, for sufﬁciently great l, there exists a point x0 ∈ AdlL ∩ w and hence dl (x0) = F(x0), which
is a contradiction with (18).
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(3) Given that F ∗ = F and as Hm(;Rn) is compactly injected in the Sobolev space Hm−1(;Rn), we have that
F = lim
l→+∞ 
dl in Hm−1(;Rn),
and it follows that
lim
l→+∞((
dl , F ))m−1,,Rn = ‖F‖2m−1,,Rn . (19)
So, again using (17) and with F ∗ = F , we have that
lim
l→+∞(
dl , F )m,,Rn = lim
l→+∞(((
dl , F ))m,,Rn − ((dl , F ))m−1,,Rn)
= |F |2
m,,Rn . (20)
Consequently, given that for all l ∈ N,
|dl − F |2
m,,Rn = |d |2m,,Rn + |F |2m,,Rn − 2(dl , F )m,,Rn ,
we obtain from (16) and (20) that
lim
l→+∞ |
dl − F |m,,Rn = 0. (21)
From (19) together with (21), we deduce that
lim
l→+∞ ‖
dl − F‖m,,Rn = 0.
(4) We conclude, ﬁnally, reasoning by reduction to the absurd, that (15) is satisﬁed. In fact, if it is not so, there would
exist a real number > 0 and a sequence (dl′)l′∈N with liml′→+∞ dl′ = 0 such that
∀l′ ∈ N, ‖dl′ − F‖m,,Rn. (22)
Now then, because the sequence (dl′ )l′∈N is bounded in Hm(;Rn), we would deduce, by following the same way
as in the points (1)–(3), that from such a sequence a subsequence converging to the function F can be extracted, which
is a contradiction with (22). In short, (15) is veriﬁed. 
5. Particular cases
Let us now deal with some particular cases in order to show a certain generality of this work.
5.1. Interpolating Dm-splines over an open bounded set
The theory of Dm-splines over an open bounded set was introduced by Attéia [3], and enriched by contributions of
other authors (see [1,4,6,10]).
The interpolation case deals with approximating some Lagrangian data set using an interpolation method that is
characterized by a variational problem. Namely, interpolating the Dm-spline over  relative to A and LF is deﬁned as
the unique solution of the following problem: ﬁnd  ∈ K such that ||m,,Rn |v|m,,Rn , for all v ∈ K , where
K = {v ∈ Hm(;Rn)|Lv = LF}
and Lv = (v(a))a∈A ∈ RN1,n.
Obviously,  turns out to be the interpolating variational spline relative to A, L, LF, 	= 0, = 0 and = 1, given in
Deﬁnition 3.
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5.2. Interpolating Dm-spline with tangent condition
In [10] the authors dealt with an approximation problem of parametric surfaces including a new type of data that they
call the tangent condition. They study an approximation method from two type of sets, one constituted by some points
of curves or surfaces (Lagrange data), and the other constituted by vectorial subspaces that contain tangent subspaces
at the same points of the curve or surfaces or at other points (tangent data). Namely, they introduce the approximation
of parametric surfaces by discrete smoothing Dm-splines with tangent conditions. In the same way, here we extend the
concept of Dm-spline over a bounded set introducing this new type of data, the tangent conditions.
Now, let us formulate the problem.LetA1 andA2 be twoﬁnite subsets of, withN1 andN2 points, respectively,L1v=
(v(a))a∈A1 ∈ RN1,n and L2v = (j v)1 jp, where Sa is the linear subspace generated by {F(a)/xj |1jp},
j v = (PS⊥a (v(a)/xj ))a∈A2 and PS⊥a is the orthogonal projection of the orthogonal subspace Sa in Rn. Hence, the
subset A1 represents the Lagrange data, while the subset A2 represents the tangent conditions that can be traduced by
the subsets Sa for each a ∈ A2.
Let K = {v ∈ Hm(;Rn)|L1v = L1F,L2v = 0}. We deﬁne the interpolating Dm-spline with tangent conditions
on  relative to A1, A2, L = (L1, L2) and L1F as the unique solution of the following problem: ﬁnd  ∈ K such that
||m,,Rn |v|m,,Rn , for all v ∈ K .
Obviously,  turns out to be the interpolating variational spline relative to A (A1 and A2 ⊂ A), L, (L1F, 0), 	= 0,
= 0 and = 1, given in Deﬁnition 3.
5.3. Fairness curves and surfaces
The construction of a fair curve or surface from given geometric conditions can be observed as an optimization of
certain functional, which measures the quality of either a curve or surface by using some fairness criteria. These geo-
metric conditions can be either interpolation conditions, approximation conditions, integral conditions or preservation
shape conditions. Certain fairness criteria can be given, such as the minimization of the curve length, the surface area,
the strain energy or the variation of the curvature.
In [9] we introduced the approximation of parametric surfaces by discrete fairness bicubic splines. Likewise, here
we carry out a new extension of the concept of Dm-spline over a bounded set, introducing this notion of the fairness
interpolating spline. Hence, the fairness interpolating spline relative toA, LF and  ∈ Rm is deﬁned as the solution of the
following problem: ﬁnd  ∈ K , which is the minimum of J where K ={v ∈ Hm(;Rn)|Lv =LF}, Lv = (v(a))a∈A
and J(v) =∑mj=1j |v|2j,,Rn .
Obviously,  turns out to be the IVS relative to A, L, LF, 	=(	j )1 jm−1, =(1, . . . , m−1) ∈ Rm−1 and =m,
given in Deﬁnition 3. In this case, 	j (u, v) =
j (u, v) = (u, v)j,,Rn , for u, v ∈ Hm(;Rn) and 1jm − 1. The
set  is the ﬁnite set of inner semi-product (·, ·)j,,Rn of Hm(;Rn), for 1jm − 1.
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